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meanings that emerged in performances of the
frontier. Arguing against the assumption that
nineteenth-century frontier dramas were always
a straightforward means of forwarding expansionist ideologies, Rebhorn explores how performances promulgated a “much more variegated
and diffuse notion of the frontier” than has been
heretofore acknowledged, one that sometimes
“aimed to undercut the central tenets of Manifest
Destiny.” Not merely a historical or geographical
space, the frontier is for Rebhorn a “set of performative practices”; that is, he claims that the
idea of the frontier was constructed on the stages
of theaters along the Eastern Seaboard as powerfully as in the Great Plains. Aiming to rewrite the
history of American frontier performance and
American theatrical history more broadly, Rebhorn persuasively demonstrates that “frontier
performance has always been a heterogeneous
constellation of acts that work to settle and unsettle American ideologies.”
Rebhorn’s chapters treat the politics of Edwin
Forrest’s well-known performance as Metamora
in John Augustus Stone’s drama of the same
name (1829); the instability of James Kirke Paulding’s frontiersman in The Lion of the West (1830);
the frontier roots of T. D. Rice’s minstrelsy; the
frontier as a space of complicated identity play
in Dion Boucicault’s The Octoroon (1859); the
mediating of national memory carried out by
post–Civil War frontier dramas Horizon (1871),
by Augustin Daly, and The Danites in the Sierras
(1910), by Joaquin Miller; and an epilogue that
brings the book’s purview up to the early twenty-first century, analyzing images of George W.
Bush’s presidency and Ang Lee’s film Brokeback
Mountain (2005).
Easily the most inventive and significant in
the book, Rebhorn’s chapter on T. D. Rice investigates the slippage between the figure of the
minstrel and the frontiersman on U.S. stages
and the interplay between minstrel and frontier performance traditions. Complicating the
theatrical lineage usually traced for minstrelsy,
Rebhorn provocatively concludes that “blackface
minstrelsy exists as well as a kind of frontier performance.” With insights like this, Rebhorn’s
study has the potential to make readers rethink

much of what they thought they knew about the
nineteenth-century theater and points to the continued need for scholarship in this vein.
THERESA STROUTH GAUL
Department of English
Texas Christian University
Gunfight at the Eco-Corral: Western Cinema and the
Environment. By Robin L. Murray and Joseph K.
Heumann. Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 2012. xii + 260 pp. Photographs, notes,
filmography, works cited, index. $24.95 paper.
Is there any image from Hollywood cinema more
iconic than a lone cowboy riding across a Western landscape? While much has been written
about such themes as individualism, empire, and
landscape in Hollywood Westerns, until recently
scholars have ignored the central trope underlying all others in these films—the ecological relationship between humans and their environment. The Western, as Robin Murray and Joseph
Heumann explain, both masks and unmasks this
trope by dramatizing and oversimplifying ecological issues while mythologizing the cowboy’s
relationship with the land. In this comprehensive study, the authors build on their previous
work on popular cinema and animated films by
approaching the Western from a postmodern,
ecocentric perspective. They contend that such
an approach can help scholars move beyond the
essentialist, ahistorical conceptions of nature often espoused by nature writers and philosophers.
This approach can illuminate the real-world
ecological and environmental justice concerns
underlying cinematic texts. Each chapter thus
combines textual analysis with environmental science and history to deconstruct Hollywood Westerns that portray such issues as mining, water
rights, and the oil boom. Chapter 1, for example,
analyzes the battle over free-range and fenced
ranching as depicted in Shane (1953) and Sea of
Grass (1947). Shane foregrounds the need for fencing to protect homesteaders and the environment
from being trampled upon by corporate ranchers.
Sea of Grass invokes images of the Dust Bowl to
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argue for a free-range approach. The authors analyze this debate not only in terms of the historical
periods depicted in the films but also in relation
to scientific understandings at the time of their
production, thus providing a model for future
scholars in addressing issues like the debate between factory and organic meat production.
In chapter 5, the authors bring ecocriticism to
bear on films like Union Pacific (1939), Jesse James
(1939), and The Last Hunt (1956) to challenge the
romantic view of the railroad held by historians
like Stephen Ambrose. Instead, they argue that
the introduction of transcontinental technologies brought changes to the Plains environment
that effectively ended the American Indian way
of life and decimated species like the bison. Although readers may find some chapters more
effective than others, the writing throughout is
clear, precise, and meticulously organized. The
authors’ ability to reference so many films while
maintaining a sharp focus on individual texts is
particularly impressive.
By effectively integrating environmental science
and history into their textual analysis, Murray and
Heumann have made another valuable contribution to the field of ecological media studies.
STEPHEN RUST
Department of English
University of Oregon
Arapaho Journeys: Photographs and Stories from the
Wind River Reservation. By Sara Wiles. Foreword
by Frances Merle Haas. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2011. xiv + 262 pp.
Photographs, map, table, notes, bibliography,
index. $34.95.
Sara Wiles’s photographs offer a glimpse of life
on the Wind River Indian Reservation. Her portrayal of Northern Arapaho life, showing delicacy
and the utmost respect, captures a segment of
time not that long ago but rich in history, culture,
and tradition.
By reading the collection’s stories you begin
to understand the Northern Arapahos and their
struggle to survive against all odds. After being
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forced to leave Colorado (Denver, Boulder, Fort
Collins, and Rocky Mountain National Park), the
Northern Arapahos were “temporarily” placed on
the Shoshone reservation in Wyoming. Accustomed to living nomadically and following food
sources, they found reservation existence difficult.
The transformation away from traditional life was
forced upon them almost overnight. The “temporarily” placed Northern Arapahos were required
to take on Anglo-American first names and surnames and continued to remain in Wyoming.
The dark history of the 1864 Sand Creek
Massacre in southeastern Colorado, where more
than 150 Cheyennes and Arapahos were killed,
proclaims itself in several of the photographs and
stories memorializing the tragedy. Once I wrote
a story in a writing class told to me by an elder
about the Sand Creek Massacre. When I got my
paper back, graded D, and approached my teacher to ask her why, she replied, “Because the story
isn’t true; it has to be documented in a book to
be true.” Sara Wiles provides an opportunity for
readers to understand the ways in which Northern Arapaho heritage, passed from generation
to generation in traditional ways, remains alive,
promoting spiritual healing and keeping the vital
past from being erased.
Northern Arapaho people are taught to be respectful, honest, humble, and thankful, qualities
you see captured behind the eyes of each photographic subject. There is also wisdom, happiness,
pride, and pain. Although many of these elders
are now gone, Sara Wiles has been able to preserve something significant of their personhood
in her photographs, unerasable moments that are
now a part of Northern Arapaho history.
MORNING RAE FERRIS
(Northern Arapaho, Eastern Shoshone)
College of Public Health and
Human Services
Oregon State University

